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Time Line
September finish forming the way to educate
October ascertain the facility to teach  
November start recruiting members
meet the professor for cooperation
January finish recruiting members ( around 10 )
start announcing for elementary school students
February complete all of the system
start the program 
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Maybe you cannot believe it but in Japan, one in seven children live under half the median 
income. Students in such condition tend to lack in educational opportunities and have a dis-
advantage in passing entrance exams. So, our project is to make a community that provides 
an educational opportunity to help children get out of the poverty cycle. Education is very 
important in Japan because academic backgrounds affect one’s future career. We will recruit 
high school students and college volunteers as tutors for elementary students so that they can 
go to the school they want to go.
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The teacher’s strand
Traditional & Modern way of education; Japanese classical literature lessons
Teiko Ito 
Gakushuin Boys High School, Tokyo
? introduction
Hi, my name is Teiko Ito. I’m from Gakushuin Boys High School in Japan. Today, I’m going to 
talk about this; Traditional & Modern way of education, particularly, Japanese classical literature 
lessons. But, of course you don’t need a prior knowledge of Japanese classical literature to under-
stand this presentation, don’t worry.
I have been teaching Japanese classical literature for more than 10 years. Classical and modern 
literature are in Japanese, but grammar and vocabulary have been changed a lot, so we can read 
some sentences but can’t read them without studying. Especially, studying grammar and vocabulary 
is very important for readers. 
By the way, have you studied classical literature in your school days? Such as Shakespeare or 
something? Did you need to study grammar or vocabulary a lot? In Japan, remembering grammar 
and vocabulary is very hard work for students.
In Japanese classical literature lessons, teaching grammar, vocabulary and how to translate has 
been the main task.
But, I’m not satisfied with this. The top problem is students’ low engagement. First of all, why 
do we read literature? – because it’s interesting, enjoyable and has very deep, mysterious worlds, 
etc. However, in this current education, it’s difficult for students to know how interesting classical 
literature is.
introduction 
Japanese classical literature lessons 
◦Grammar 
◦Vocabulary 
◦How to translate 
→ Low engagemant 
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I’ve been thinking about a new style of teaching Japanese classical literature, and then I visited a 
high school in Baltimore, St.Paul’s School, which is here today as you know. After observing some 
literature lessons, I got some ideas, possibilities, and the courage to step forward on to a new road. I’ll 
talk about this later.
? Part1: Traditional way
1-1: Grammar
Low Engagement
Now, I’ll show you the beginning scene of The Tale of Genji, this was written around 1000A.D, 
by a woman, and now this is the greatest masterpiece in Japan. The main character is GENJI and 
the story starts from Genji’s parents.
In Japanese classical literature lessons, first, teachers explain roughly about what this book is, 
who Genji is, and then after that, move on to grammar, structure and how to translate, and finally 
the lesson finishes. 
This is the first sentence in The Tale of Genji. Now, let’s try to read this sentence.
???? /?? /? /? /; which/ era/ is/ it?/
????? ; NYOGO (= higher rank than KOI) & KOI
??? ; a lot of
???? ; are working for/be with (the Emperor)
??? ; = respectful form (for NYOGO & KOI)
The Tale of Genji The Tale of Genji  
Genji 
The Emperor A lady 
いづれの御時にか、 
女御・更衣あまたさぶらひたまひける中に、 
いとやむごとなき際にはあらぬが、 
いと時めきたまふありけり。  
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?? ; = past tense
?? ; in ~
?? ; very
?????? ; high-class
? ; rank
??????? ; is not so much
?? ; very
??? ; (the Emperor) loves (her)
??? ; = respectful form (for the Emepror)
?? ; (she) is (= exist)
?? ; = past tense
You can understand this is really tough work. Many teachers do this in every lesson, and this is 
the traditional way.
Then, let’s confirm the content with a translation by Royall Tyler.
Students have to study not only vocabulary but grammar in order to read sentences by themselves 
to enter the university. The first graders (at high school) are OK because the amount of knowledge 
is not so much, but second graders come to dislike classical literature, because learning classical 
literature implies remembering grammar and studying how to translate. 
Look at this. 
As grade level increases, the amount of grammar students have to learn goes up, and then students’ 
In a certain reign (whose can it have 
been?) someone of no very great rank,  
among all His Majesty's Consorts and 
Intimates, enjoyed exceptional favor.  
Engagement 
grammar 
interesting 
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engagement becomes lower and lower. Then, it will be difficult for students to find how interesting 
the story is.
For a long time, my top priority is to cut the time of teaching grammar and make time in order to 
find the interest in the story.
1-2: Observations at St. Paul’s school
How to → High student Engagement
Teacher support → success? problems?
Last year I visited St.Paul’s School and observed some literature lessons, one was modern litera-
ture and the other was classical literature.
In the modern one, the teacher was at the center of the students and gave some points and advice, 
and students sat in a circle and had discussions in their group. Having discussions, they gave their 
ideas and opinions to everyone.
And in the classical one, a teacher gave each group one book, and let students read by them-
selves. To help them, the teacher gave their own role and distributed a piece of paper which had 
some points to read. Students had a dictionary and had a discussion and wrote down notes on their 
sheet and submitted it when the lesson finished. During the lesson, the teacher stood behind stu-
dents and said nothing without being questioned by students.
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I’d like to emphasize that both of these lessons were made by students. Especially in classical 
lessons, the teacher didn’t give an excessive demand, and only students could participate. That 
made me surprised because Japanese style loads too much tasks on students.
? Part 2: Modern way
After coming back to Japan, I started a new way of teaching to the second graders (at high 
school). They’ve already learned basic grammar in the first grade. I chose one book and gave one 
page to one group. I assigned some tasks; 1: explaining the grammar of the page to everyone, and 
2: preparing the presentation about their interests in their page. To help them, I gave a translation 
in advance. Actually, giving a translation to students in advance is surprising for teachers in Japan 
because they often say doing so does not help students, studying classical literature is studying how 
to translate. So, it’s said that giving a translation to students in advance is a terribly bad thing. 
However, as I said, we don’t have enough time to get to know the story itself, so I did it to let stu-
dents know how interesting the story is.
This picture depicts the group work that students did together to study grammar. They opened a 
grammar textbook of their own motion. Their attitude was very active, like I’ve never seen before. 
This picture below is a typical style of lessons in Japan. Generally, Japanese classical lessons at 
high school are like this.
Student- centered learning 
Part2 : Modern way 
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Thanks to observations and learning a new method, I could change my lesson style drastically 
and overcome student’s low engagement.
However, one problem is left. The first, students got interested in the scene and had fun during 
their own presentation, but gradually the quality of their presentation had not risen up. Students got 
used to doing their tasks very quickly that they were unable to remain interested in their presenta-
tions. At the same time, some of their engagement got lower.
That means the deep critical thinking that was done during group work was not enough. So, I 
made time to lecture and gave some hints to read deeply. I noticed that the balance between lecture 
and group work is necessary to build up students’ higher engagement.
Now, let’s return to that scene of The Tale of Genji. To read it critically, I’ll give you some hints; 
Who does not exist in his court?
 
Engagement 
interesting 
=Critical thinking 
Lecture 
Group work 
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However, you might not understand just from reading this translation. So, hint number 2; Check 
the rank of the empress. → ???????????????
When Chugu’s son is going to be the next emperor, her “Chugu rank” is changed into “Kogo”, 
and “Kotaigo”. So these are the same person and now you will understand that Chugu is the best 
position as a wife of the Emperor.
Now, do you notice that Chugu was not here.
This scene means that; there were a lot of Nyogo & Koi but there wasn’t Chugu. Then the 
Emperor had to choose only one wife as the top empress from those wives, but he hadn’t done so 
yet, and he had to do it quickly to make his court well-balanced. However, he didn’t. What’s more, 
he fell in love especially with a not-so high-class-lady. And she gave birth to a boy, Genji. From 
now on, where will this story go? There is a big political problem in this first sentence. 
Like this, unless we understand the problem, we won’t find the interest in the story. 
Most of students don’t know the existence of Chugu without being taught. So, teachers have to 
give some advice for students to find new perspectives.
After this kind of lecture, students’ interest & engagement are rising up again. In addition, they’re 
building up their grammar skill, too, because students are interested in the story and they’re more 
willing to accept studying grammar than before.
いづれの御時にか、 
女御・更衣あまたさぶらひたまひける中に、 
いとやむごとなき際にはあらぬが、 
いと時めきたまふありけり。  
Engagement 
interesting 
=Critical thinking 
grammar 
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? Conclusion: Message?
?Global experience
?Traditional → Modern
?Change/transformation
Thanks to St. Paul’s lessons, I could follow a new road, and today I’d like to tell you that the 
education method of other countries can sometimes help you.
Sometimes we can improve ourselves in our country to some extent, but sometimes knowing 
global education methods will help us a lot.
After this presentation, I’d like to talk about your country’s method in any subject, both tradition-
al and modern. That will lead us to unlimited possibilities in the new modern world.
I believe that will open our eyes to the new world!
Thank you very much.
conclusion 
traditional 
Improve by yourself 
Global education method 
◦How to teach literature in your country 
Exchange opinions 
◦Traditional & Modern method in your subject 
